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Supplement Progreae Report - b r c h  15, 1966 
O f  the  30 i s o l a n t s  from the % h e m  g e s e r t ,  six 
f a i l e d  t o  grow. ThFse s i x  c x l t u r e s  were 294B, 294C, 
2963, 2978, 297D, and 2998, Microscopic exsmination 
revealed branched rr,yceli?.n repres3nte  t i v 2  of ac t ino-  
mycetes. 
Three o ther  i s o l e n t s ,  295C, 29EB, 2nd 299B, ere 
a l s o  members of  the a c t i n m y c e t e s  grcu;> a . ~ d  eweit  
f u r t h e r  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  by 3r. K.  2. Lu. 
A 1 1  the b c t e r i a l  i s o l a n t s  ars  Gram ::ositive, 
excluding one which is n e g t i v e  i n i t i a l l y  then t u r n s  
g o s i t i v e  s f t e r  approx imte ly  13 t o  24 hours,  
O f  t hese  Gram-positive i s o l a n t s ,  f o u r  c i l l tu res ,  
293B, 293G, 295B, and 296D, tire xicrococcus o:?ecies. 
O f  t h e  rods,  e i g h t  i s o l a R t s ,  293A, 293F, 294F, 
236A, 29?B, 297C, 298A, and 298D, a r e  Bac i l lu s .  
Ten tc t ive ly ,  296A is Baci l lus  rnezzt?riun, and the  
remaining a r e  B z c i l l l r s  s u b t i l i s  vzr i t i t ions.  
Five i s o k n t s ,  numbers 293C, 293E, 2 9 G ,  2943, 
and 296f3, a r e  s o i l  d i2hthero ids  t y p i c a l  of  those 
descr ibed previously.  
mc-- _ _ - _  a - - D __.__ 
ALLC i-euairiiIig I u u r  C u i t ~ i ~ e s  z.re aweitfng fur ther  
work. Two, 2931) and 294D, e r e  nonsporeforming plump 
rods  with scme diFhtheroid c h r r m t o r i s t i c s .  298C i s  
a p e r i t r i c h c u s l y  f l a g e l l a t e d  s h o r t  2ilum3 rDd--sossibly 
a Brsvibacterium. 
s o i d a l  rod. I n  young c1Jltures i t  i s  Gram negat ive but 
a f t e r  24 hours chaages t o  k r g e  Gram-positive e l l i p s o i d -  
a l  t o  coccoid forms, suggesting AzotDbacter cys t s .  The 
change i n  Gram s t a i n i n g  but  no t  i n  rcorThology i s  
c h e r s c t e r i s t i c  of Arthrobacter.  
t o  any descr ibed s?ecies .  
I s o l a n t  297E i s  a l o n g  t h i n - e l l i p -  
It cannot be assigned 
Summary t abu la t ions  e r e  nrespnted i n  Tables I 
end I1 at tached.  
a 
I. Actinomycetales 
11. Eubac te r ig .13  s 













a .  2973, “Jam negat ive,  e l l ips5ida.1,  
b. 293C, G r a m  Dos i t ive ,  mfi. w:-.it- 
t o  Gram p o s i t i v e  coccqid and 
e l l i p s  9 ida l  , 
- - _  
richous I ?:ossibly Brevi6act3riurn. 
c ,  233D ezii 234D, qu~stiona3le whether 
01cci o r  r o d s .  
XI1 I 
TMLE I1 
Bac i l lu s  
Kic rmoccus  
Soil dilJhtheroi-d 
S o i l  diphtheroid 
13acillus 
M 1 c roc oc 2 2 s 
i32cil lus 
Micrococcus 

















ac t inooyc2ts  
Kicrococcus 
as t i n o a y  c e t e 
actinomycete 
Bacillus 
B e c i l l x  
a c t  i n m y c e  t e  
Arthrobecter?  
Azst obsc t o r ?  
B c c i l l u s  
ac t i n m y c  e t e 
Brsvi’oec t e ri-m? 
B a c i l l u s  
actincmyc2te 
actincmycete 
Descr ic t ive  c h c r t s  f o r  19 b a c t e r i a l  i s o l a n t s  f rm  the  
SakEra Desert  Ere precentea here:dth. These c k r t s  a r e  not 
q u i t e  corrqlete,  l ack ing  r e s u l t s  f o r  s i z e  of B a c i l l u s  s u b t i l i s  
spores  and of t e s t s  f o r  a.lkal.ine pH t o l e r a c e ,  n i t r a t e  re- 
duc t ion ,  i n d o l  , and methyl red transformation. Fiesu-lts a r e  
pending c l s r i f i c a t i o n  of anomzlous r eac t ions ;  these  Ere not  
c r i t i c a l  t o  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of the b a c t e r i a  concerned but  
w i l l  be completed t o  f u l f i l l  the  racord.  
The I d e n t i f i e d  i s o l a n t s  E r e  a s  follows: 
2938, 293F, 234F, 297B, 297C, 2988 a r e  13eclllue s u b t i l i s .  
Differences i n  c o l o r  m e  the  main w r i a t i o n s .  2983 i s  E. 
s u b t i l i s  vEr atnrrimus. 
2968 is Bacillus memtsrium. 
298C apparent ly  is a Brevikzcterium, b u t  cannot be 
i d e n t i f i e d  with any descr ibed species .  
293D and 2949 c re  yleonorphic,  a;-rpsc"ring gene r s l lg  2s 
coccDid rods ;  ty::icsl rods  e l s o  F re  fcrinsd. The e f f i n i t i e s  
a r e  uncer te in .  
O f  t h e  30 o r i g i n a l  i s o l a n t e  submitted,  the  remaining 
11 inc lude  s i x  th;t  tire dpzd,  two &OW insd-?.uzte grovtli,  
and t h r e e  2 re  kc t inonsce tc l e s ,  which heve been en t rus t ed  
t o  D r .  K .  C. Lu f o r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o c .  
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NASA) 
Descriptive Chart 
s d t d  4s 2 8  *e, 0 //e n 
( studied by) (name of organism) (temperature) 
I. STAZNZNG G MORPHOLOGZCAL 
branching 
Size: overage -0.67 
Irregular forms: J& -3,69 
range -0.59.0.%/ JC 
CRAM REACTION: 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (85°C. 10 minutes) :p&& 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, &&&, clavate, drumstick. 
Endospores: swollen, not. 
' Position: terminal, subterminal. 
shape: sy;wr;iu;, e&jj$c*, c.li&L.l, csz!. 








Fat globules: vh 






11. CULTURAL, CHARACTERISTZCS 
AGAR STROKE: age ZYU 
Amount of growth: abundant moderate, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, &&, e5use. filiform, rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adhcrent, brittle, but rous nlembrunous, tnoist, 
slimy, tough, viscid, w & ! E  
AGAR COLONIES: age 1-)U6Yf 
Macroscopic 
size: L m m .  
Shape: filamentous, irrepula5 ocal, puntiform, round. 
Elevation: bcr;ckd. convex, effuse, pat, papillate, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured.& smooth, striated, M. 
Habit: sprcuding. 
ate, ruiskwdose, umbonate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cIeft. entire, erose, granuhr, 
lobed, rhizoid, u n d u e  
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filamentous, a- 
(fine, - ), interlaccd, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: C l Z  fluorescent, glisten- 
ing, iridescent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: yoque, translucent, 
transparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed. greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
yellowed, tmchanee& 
( medium ) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age M--MBUU 
Amount of growth: ubrrndant, moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, flocculent, membranous, pellick ring. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, w. 
Sediment: corn act, jkzky, flocculent, granular, viscid. 
Odor: resembling - A d  
GELATIN STAB: age 
Liquefaction: none, crateriform, infundibulifonp, MPifOrm, 
stratiform. * i*) 
Rate: fost, moderate, slow. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACXERISTICS: 
293H 
111. PHYSZOLOGZCAL CHARACTERISTICS 
REL.4TIOSSHIP TO 0,: g&g, anaerobic, fudtative&g- 
llaf&i-) 
CATALASE: positics negatice. 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age P 4b.  . 
Growth at lO"C.Y!!L, 20°C. 28°C- 37"- 
4 5 " C . t ,  55"C.-!?-. ( W ? C . L ]  
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: positive, negatice. * 
Xylose: positice, negative. A& 
Citrate: positice, negative. && 
Sucrose: positice, negative. -__ 
2dp. 
NH,' AS SOLE- NITROGEN SOURCE: positice. 
negative. 
REDUCTIONS : 
Nitrate: NOz-- NH,+- gas-, negatiue. ___ 
Methylene blue: g& negative. P%h, 
Selenite: oos;tloe. negutice. &I+ la!.&. 
Tellurite: negative. s/@c 16* 
- 
OSID.4TiVE-FERhl NTATIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: &b alkaline-, neutral, gas. 2!!&. s. * 
2.& 
F 
~ y g j t p +  ws r t r a l ,  gas.&&* C  r'&. 




Casein: w, negatice. 
Fat: posifive, nc,cutil;e. 
Starch: -negative. 
Cellulose: positiue, m. 
Urea: positice, w. 
TOLERAXCES : 
Salt: 2%--aosit,oe. negatice. 
7%--nnsitir;n. negative. 
10%-positice, nppntir;p. 
pH: a c i d - & L ,  alkaline 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
_. 
Soybean infusion Reaction: acid, &linei neutral. 46& 
Curd: acid, alkaline, a, gas. 
Peptionization : posit ive, negative. 
bo. 
3&&. 
Reduction: positive, negative. - 5Ut. 
H,S from Lprrd ace&c_- :  positive, 
Fat agar:&; 80 
OTHER REACTIONS: 
ncgatice. -
Acetylmethylcarbinol: -, negative. 
",' from peptolie: negafiw. 
G:C .. .- - - 
G+C - - moles % 
Indol: positive, negative. 
hlethyl red: positive, negatiue. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPGNASA) 
Descriptive Chart 
t r  aru f o r t  
( source f 
'-Enisni) (temperature) (studied by) 
I. STAINING G MORPHOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: rods, ends , 
filaments, EpEEir spirals. 
branching 
Size: average - 1. lop 
range - 0.45 - \*22y 
$qh forms: 
GRAM REACTION: 
18 hrs: 100 % psrtfw 
24 h : ' W  *4 p8rtrclc 
48 hrs: 95% p08/tW& 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (85"C, 10 minutes): aflu& 9 Sporangia: none, rods, spindh,  elliptical, clavate, drumstick. 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, eiiipsouiui, cyiindricai,%ul. 
size: average - 
Position: central to acentric, terminal, subterminal. 
range - 















11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age AL~ICL-. 
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulde, &use, filiform. rhiz- 
Consistency: &rent, brittle, membranous, plpia 
oid, spreading. 
slimy, & tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES : age -LiThlL. 
Macroscopic 
size: A m .  
Shape: jilamentous, irregular, ocal, puntiform, &. 
Elevation: beueled, convex, effuse, pat, pupillute, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, rough, smooth, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: compact3 spreading. 
ate, &, rugose, umbonate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, e& erose, granular, 
Internal structure: denre, jilamentous, granu- 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
kar (fine, coarse , m er ed, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: duU, fluorescent, w- 
ing, iriakscent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: opaque? translucent, 
trartsparent . 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
yellowed, unchanged. 
(medium) ( color ) ( CHhj No.) 
~rypticase soy agar p r1-t 4 L Q  2s; Orrwrqrr rh 
- 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age _1Yb-. 
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, pocculent, membranous, pellicle, s. 
- 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, w. 
Odor: resembling 
GELATIN STAB: age -. 
Liquefaction: none, craterifom, infundibuliform? nopiform, 
Rate: fast, moderate, 
saccate, stratiform. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
Soybean infusion agar: way disk 
N38 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0.: gerobic, anaerobic, facultatice, micro- 
aerophilic. 
99 CATALASE : -e, negative. 6 t p a  
TEhlPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age s. 
28°C- 37"- Growth at  l O T &  20°C. 
45OC= 55"C.2!=. 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: -e, negatiae. JLdI 
Sucrose: positive, negative. 
Xylose: 9negative. 
Citrate: negatioe. 3% 
srtr "4' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positive, neeative- - 
Methylene blue: positiae, negative. 
Selenite: positiue, negative. 
Tellurite: positive, -e. 
- 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: acid-, alkaline-, w, gas. 
acid_, alkalinea, neutral, gas. 
acid-, alkaline-, a, gas. 
Xylose: &dA, alkaline-, neutral, gas. 
Mannitol: a&-&, alkaline, neutral, gas. A, 
- 
HYDROLYSIS: 
=latin: yuj-itii;g, .---- *:... 
. &auue. case:.-. . , ... 
Fat: positice, w. 
Starch: positive, m. 
Cellulose: positive, m. 
Urea: positice, negative. 
r & G ~ ; u & r - .  ailyak -1. 1-1 
TOLERANCES : 
Salt: 2O%-- negatice. 
7 S - W .  negative. 
lO%-positive, perrdivg. 
pH: acid&-, alkaline 
LITMUS hlILK REACTIONS: 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, d. 
~~~ 
Fat agar: abu;c- 
Glucose-nitrate agar: 
G I ~ o . r - d * , r d  Q OP: * V  g r o ~ t k  
Curd: acid, alkaline, a, gas. 
Reduction: positive, m. 
H S  from - h ~ a d & - _ - :  positiae, 
NH.' from peptone: positice, neeatil;e. 
OTHER REACTIONS: than en nu&*,& t Y A P ,  
m. 
DNA Acet~lmethylcarbinol: positive, negative. 
G:C -. __._ Indol: positice, negative. 
G+C - - - moles % Xletlq.1 re.1: positice, negatice. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NASA) 
Descriptive Chart 
_co// ~ a ~ e m d  / I (studied by) 
(Lame of organism ) (temperature) 
I. STAZNZNG G MORPHOLOGICAL 
CHARAC TERZS TIC S 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: r@, & # a d d  -w. 
filamu-, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: amrage - O.rO x 1.21 y 
range-O.qO- 0.69 u 0.49 .t.SPy 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL ( 85"C, 10 minutes) w,+d,w 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, claoate, dru 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, mal. 
size: average - 
icli. 
Position: central to  excentric, terminal, subterminal. 
range - 








Capsule : Cum 
7 
11. CULTURAL, CHARACTERlSTICS 8 
AGAR STROKE: age - i t ! Y % L ,  
I 
Amount of growth: abundant, g&&g, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulate, &use, bllfortn. rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adhcrent, brittle, membranous, & 
slimy, tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES : age ~Z&L.-. 
Macroscopic 
size: U m m .  
Shape: jikzmentous, irregular, mal, puntiform, &. 
Elevation: beveled, convex, &use, jl&, papillate, &- 
Topography; contoured, rough, smooth, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: cotn~)& spreading. 
a raised, rugose, umbonate. 
Microscopic (la) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entire, erose, granular, 
Internal structure: dense, jikzmentous, granu- 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
lor (fine, coarsef%&!kd, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent, &&- 
Appearance by transmitted light: O~)MIM. translucent, 
Medium: blnckened, blued. browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis : 
s, iridescent, opakscent. 
transparent. 
yellowed, rmchanged. 
( medium ) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
Trypticase soy agar Lb. uhsok 34cr 
M a r s  2hb 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age 2YAfi- _-. 
Amount of growth: a l i i n d n n t , a  scant. 
Surface growth: m, flocculent, membranous, pellicle, ring. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, &&$.A 
Sediment: none, com 
Odor: resembling f0 
GELATIN STAB: age lpdd.-. 
Liquefaction: none, cratert orm, in undibuliform, napiform, saccate, stratiform. f f  
Rate: fast, moderate, 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
2 W C  
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERlSTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0,: -, anaerobic, f a d f u t '  a w e  micro- 
aerophilic.) 
C.4TALASE: posi t iq  negative. rfrcln / 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age y%. 
a 
- negatioe. d t z ;  -z-dz 
Growth at 1 0 0 c . z  2 0 0 ~ .  _+., Z S T ~  370- 
4 5 " C . Z  5 5 " C . Z .  
2dd SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age Glucose: positive, negative. 
Sucrose: positive, negative. -- 
Xylose: positive, negative. 
Citrate: w, negative. 
NH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: ositive 
REDUCTIONS : 
Nitrate: NO,--, NH,+- gas- negatioe. ___ 
Methylene blue: m, negative. 48* 
Selenite: m, negative. L M a .  
Tellurite: negative. fd. 
- 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Gluzose: acid-, alkaline- neutral, gas. J4. 
wid-, alkaline&, neutral, gas. A d b .  
acid--, neutral, gas. 5 ! i ! h  
Xylose: a c i d ,  alkaline--, fieutral, gas. 
Mannitol: acid-, dkdiy&utrd ,  gas. 
- 
HYDROLYSIS : 
Fat: positice, w. 
Starch: positice, 
Cellulose: positive, w. 
Urea: positice, neeativo. 
TOLERASCES : 
Salt: 2%--positicel negatice. 
7E- negatice. 
lO%-gg&g, negative. 
pH: a c i d h t s -  , alkaline - 3da 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Reaction: acid, &&g, neutral. V U  $ Ye 
Curd: acid, alkaline, absent, gas. 3-0 
Peptionization: positice, neeatit;c. SQ&. 
Reduction: positive, negative. sa&, 
_Bckz H,S from L a d -  LtrLEafe.. - _  .-: positive, 
NH,' from peptone: negative. A, .A 
Acetylmethylcarbinol: positicc, negative. 2QA. 
OTHER REACTIOISS: 
w. 
Indol: positire, ncgatice. .-  
hlethyl reJ: positice, negaticc. - 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 




(name of organism) (temperature) ( studied b, ) 
I. STAZXZNG G MORPHOLOGICAL 
ClZARAC T E  RZS TICS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: &, ends 
filoments, cocci, spirals, 
branching _. 
Size: aoerage - 
Irregular forms: a 
range - 
GRAM REACTION: 
18 hrs: 100 % p08dtcle 
24 hrs: /OO% pw,ttua 
hrs: l o d o !  por,t,"e e& 
~~j;;ioi;: cc-trd to ercpntric. tcrniinnl, subterminal. g!Gmslu ' zu 9 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAq 8'" 3 C, 10 niinu 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, cloc;at 
Endospores: swollen, not swollefl,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, ocal. 
size: average - 
range - 









11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age A!~YL--. 
Amount of growth: abundant, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, &&& &use, filiform, rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: odhcrent, brittle, p u t u r w ,  membranous, 
slimy, so& tough, viscid, wary. 
AGAR COLONIES : age X&-. 
Macroscopic 
size: *m. 
Shape: jilumentous, irregular, oval, puntifonn, &. 
Elevation: beveled, conmx, &use, pd, papillate, pulvin- 
Topography: rough, smooth, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: spreuding. 
ate, raised. rugose, 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, 
lobed, rhizoid, undulute. 
erose, granular, 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, jilumentous, N- 
(&, coarse), interlaced, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: duU, fluorescent, u- 
Appearance by transmitted light: ouao~e, translucent, 
ipe iridescent, opalescent. 
transparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis : 
yellowed, -. 
( medium ) ( color ) ( CHM No. ) 
Potato slant 
E d  apr 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age &bA--. 
flocculent, membranous, pellicle, ring. 
Amout  of growth: abundant, a, scant. 
Surface growth: 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, a. d, 
Odor: resembling 
flocculent, granular, &. 
GELATIN STAB: age %. 
Liquefaction: no , craterifom, infundibuliform, nupiform. 
saccate, stra+m. 
Rate: fast, molrate ,  slow. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
Soybean infusion agar: (3P 6 ~ C h ,  
Fat agar:* S&dJ : 9/'dul,ng. 
Glucose-nitrate agar: M 9 td&, 
Elucou nrctcrmt cqar: qroutk corn- 




G+C _- - .__~- -  moles % 
2930 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0,: aerobic, anaerobic, facultatice, micro- 
aerophilic. 
CATALASE : positiveL negative. 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age &!&e---. 
Growth at ~o~c.z-, 2 0 ~ .  *, ZSOC& 3 7 9 L L ,  
4 5 " C . Z ,  55'C.-=-. 
age ---3cik 
Xylose: positice, D 
Citrate: positice, gggaticg. Bdp. 
&& 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: 
Glucose: positive, nernt,r;~. 
Sucrose: positive, negative. 
SH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positive, e. - 
REDUCTIONS : 
Nitrate: NO,--, NH,+-..- gas- negative. ___ 
Methylene blue: positice, -. 6 
Selenite: positive4 negative. 1 8 a .  
Tellurite: positice, negative. lCL& -- 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENT-4TIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: acid-, alkaline-, neutrd gas. 
acid-, plkalin& neutral, gas. 
a c i d - ,  $kal iy&,  neutral, gas. 
Xylose: acid- alkalirw-, neutral# gas. 




Casein: positice, ncgatice. 
Fat: positioe, w. 
Starch: positive, w. 
Cellulose: positice, w. 
Urea: positioe. a 
TOLERANCES : 




p ~ :  a c i d - b ,  &line- 
LITMUS MILK REACTICNS: 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. 
Curd: acid, alkaline, &t, gas. 
Peptionization: positive, -.
Reduction: positive, a. 






s(. NH,' from peptone: positivet negative. 
Acetylmethylcarbinol : positive, necative. 
Indol: positive, negatiue. 
hlethyl red: positice, negative. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 




(code number) (source ) 
3goe. e n  
( temperature) (studied by) 
I. STAZNZNG G MORPHOLOGZCAL 
CHARACTERZSTZCS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: &, ends+-, 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: owrage - 0.50 K I.45 
range -0.41-0.66 I b-  2 2  * Q  y 
Irregular forms: caccord : ut+ 
GRAM REACI'ION: 
18 hrs:/m% * @#/&ut 
24 hfi: JOO% po#/tl@ 
48 '00 96 .po$/t/- 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (E?"', 10 minutes) : YaLiuL 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, clavate, dru 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, eUipsoidd, c&ufrical,  mal. 
size: average - 
ick. 
Paition: centrd to exceniric, t e i G i d ,  &BW-~CE! 
range - 









11. CULTURAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
AGAR STROKE: age A$&--. 
Amount of growth: abundunt, modcrpte, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, cchinulatc, &use. h, rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: dhcretrt. brittle, butvrous. nterrrbranous, 
slimy, &, tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES : age -f-?A . 
Macroscopic 
size: A mm. 
Shape: filamentous, irr-cgular, ocul, puntiforni, &. 
Elevation: bewled. conccx, ef7use, f i t ,  papillate, pulcin- 
Topography: &, rough, smooth, striated, wrmkled. 
Habit: coni&, spreading. 
hfargin: Ciliate, cleft, crcnatc. erose, gratiular, 
ate, raised, rugose, rrmbo,lntr.. 
Microscopic ( I&) 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
Internal structure: ninotplious, dense, filamentous, m- 
Jg (b, coarse), interlaced, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent. &&g- 
ipf, iridescent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: 0r)nnll~. translucent, 
tratisparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
yellowed, M. 
( medium ) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
Trypticase soy agar h b 0 0  3 / b  
M M ~  t d d  Jie 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age &.k __. 
Amount of growth: w, titoderain scant. 
Surface giowth: none, f?occulent, membranous, pellicle, w. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, a d .  a 
Sediment: none, cnmnwt. poky, flocculent. granular. b- 
Odor: resembling-<-. 
GELATIN STAB: age &!AL -. 
Liquefaction: none, crateriform, infundibuliform, napiform, 
saccate, stratiform. 
Rate: fast. moderate,& 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
MJE 
111. PHYSZOLOGICAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
RELAlIOSSHIP TO 0:: acrobi6 anaerobic, facultcltise, micro- 
C..\T..\L.ASE: positice, ncgatice. 
' T U 1  PER.\TL'RE RELATIONSHIPS: age &&!I--. 




Sylose: I)OLlfitC, ncgntice. 22z 
Citrate: posif icc, ncgatice. z b  
J_cbt 
SOLE CAItBUS SOURCE: age ____ 
Glucose: j>o,iticcl neguticc. 
Sucrosc: Imsitiuc, negaticc. 
SH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positioc, 
tlenntlt,r?. - 
HEDUCTIOSS : 
Nitrate: NO, -, NH,+L--, gas__, negatiue. -- 
.+S!h& 
A2322. 
hlethylene blue: positiced ncgatice. 
Selenite: yositice, negatice. 
Tellurite: positice, ncgative. -- 
OXID.4TIVE-FERhlESTATIVE REA4CTIONS 
Glucose: acid-, alkaline-, -1, gas. 
acid--, alkaline& neutral, gas. 
side, alkaline-, neutral, gas. a/. 
Xylose: a c i d ,  alkaline9, neutral, gas. 
Mannitol: &a, dkaline, neutral, gas. -
- 
HYDROLYSIS: 
Gelatin: nnsltl,:r. negatioe. 
Casein: nositror. ncgatice. + 
Fat: positioe, ncgutiq.  
Starch: positive, negatioe. 
Cellulose: positioe, mxatiue. 
Urea: posftice, ne.eat&. 
TOLERAKCES : 
Salt: 2%-positiq, negatice. 
716--e, m. 
108- os'tioc ncgnticc. 
pH: acid-ke 5- --, alkaline 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Soybean infusion *d,#&tq. Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutrd. 
i glrrLanmg. Curd: acid, a?kalitw, absent, gas. 
Peptionization: positioe, youtic€. 
_ _  
- . moles % 
ncrut.'cc. 
NH,- from peptone: yositice, negatice. rl, 
.\cet)Iin>th) lcarbiriol: positice, ncmtil;c. 
Indol: positice, ncpatioe. 
Aieth: 1 red: poaiticc. ncgatice. 
CHARACTERZSTZCS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: &, ends- 
fihments. cocci, spirals, 
branching 
Size: average -067 g 3 
range -0.56- O#?b n 
Irregular forms: aeu'f- 6 4 7  
*9 
// 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NASA) 
Descriptive Chart 
(code number) ( source 
(name of organism) 
W b r l L b f r l r J  
( temperature ) ( studied by ) 
.!A?? '0- 
_ ,  
I. STAZNZNG t LMORPHOLOGZCAL 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL ( 85°C. 10 minutes) :p&O& 
Sporangia: II'.. 
Endospores: swollen, not. 
& spindles, elliptical, clavate, drumstick. 
13 
9meff -cIz h s i t i ~ i i :  centre! ?c a r m t r l c .  terminal, subterminal. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, -1, &. 











11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age L. 
Amount of growth: qbundant, moderate, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, &&&& &use, filiform, rhiz- 
Consistency: adherent, brittle, membranous, 
oid, spreading. 
slimy, & tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES : age L-$!!&,.. 
Macroscopic 
size: A m .  
Shape: filamentous, gg&g, ocal, puntiform, round. 
Elevation: concex, e@e, f i t ,  papillate, pulcin- 
Topography: contoured, r&, smooth, striated, . 
Habit: comaad, spreading. 
ate, raise rugose, umbonate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entire, ET OS^, granular, 
lobed, rhizod. undulate. 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filamentous, w- 
lac (Q& coarse), interlaced, striated. 
Optical propertied 
Appearance by reflected light: drrll, fluorescent, glisten- 
ing, iridescent, opakscent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: paQuei translucent, 
transparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
yellowed, rmchanged. 
( medium ) ( color ) ( CHhl No. ) 





NUTRIENT BROTH: age AYk 
Amount of growth: abundant moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, jbcculent, membranous, &&!g, ring. 
Subsurface growth: none, granuhr, u. s/, 
Sediment: none, compact, flaky, flocculent, granular, ciscid. 
Odor: resembling &--. 
GEL.4TIN STAB: age -hr._Jde. 
Liquefaction: none, crateriform, napiform, 
saccate. stratiform. 
Rate: &#, moderate, slow. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
Soybean infusion 
Clurose-nitrate agar: 
3 w  
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTZCS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0,: anoerobic, fdut iv t? , (hcro -  
aerophilic.) 
Y 
45"C.$, 55"C."-. ( 50% 2 ) 
CATALASE: eositioe, negatice. ur&i 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age &!&.---. 
Growth at lO"C.Y!!- 20°C. 1$. 28%- 37"&.!&, 
. A h  
Xylose: positice, ncgatice. 2z 
Citrate: positice, negatice. Jdp 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: g&&e. negatice. 
Sucrose: positice, negaticc. 
Lale NH,' .is SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: yositioe, ncgatice. 
- 
neutral, gas. 
~ y l o s e :  &a, alkaline-, neutral, gas. 
~fannitol: g&Q, alkaline, neutral, gas. 
- 
HYDROLYSIS: 
Gelatin: a, ncgatice. 
Casein: nosltn:r. negatice. 
Fat: positice, ncgutice. 
Starch: positice, negatice. 
Cellulose: positice, -. 
Urea: positice, tiepatice. 
TOLER.4SCES: 
Salt: 24-yositiccr negatice. 
72-~10sit;cc, negatice. 
l O % - w e ,  negaticc. 
pH: a c i d . _ b l . - ,  alkaline-__ 
LITMUS MILK RE?ICTIONS: 
Reaction: a:id, alkaline, neutral. 
Curd: acid, allalinc, gbsent, gas. 
Peptionizatsn: w, negatice. 
ReJuction: positice, negatice. 
OTHER RE;ICTIONS: 
! ? 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 




& C P !  -sw----= (temperature) (studied by) 
t r  
~~ 
I. STAINZNG G MORPHOL0G:ICAL 
CHARAC TERZS TZCS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: rods, ends 
jhments, CPEE~, spirals, 
branching __ 
size: average - 0.87 
Irregular forms: 
range- 0.  bey- 9 
GRAM REACTION: 
18 hrs: 100 96 pas' f f a 
48 hrs: I00 4/0fWS,tfW 
24 hrs: 100 o/o pOSft lUU 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (85"C, 10 minutes) : Vf/* 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, clavate, drtimstd.  
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, oual. 
size: average - 
Position: central io cxizntrk, terminal, subterminal. 
range - 









Metachromatic granules : 
11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age .a&-.-. 
Amount of growth: moderate, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulate, duse ,  e, rhiz- 
Consistency: adherent, brittle, b- nlembranous, nrpifL 
AGAR COLONIES : age A=. 
oid, spreading. 
slimy, so& tough, viscid, wary. 
Macroscopic 
size: 2 m .  
Shape: amentous,  irregular, ocal, puntiform, &. 
Elevation: beveled, effuse, pat, papillate, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, rough, d, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: spreading. 
ate, raised, r u g o s m o n a t e .  
Microscopic (1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft. crenate, entire, erose, granular, 
lobed, rhizoid, undukute. 
Internal structure: anror h dense, filamentous, granu- 
lar (fine, coarse *%, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent, Jut;p- 
&, iridescent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: oaaoue, translucent, 
tratrsparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, grecned, 
Chromogenesis : 
Trypticase soy agar 8hk k k  
yellowed, -. 
(medium) (color (CHM No.) 
Potjto slant BLrrnf OP~Z SPC 
6Pc u v o r  Chmsc - 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age -----e 24 k r  __  . 
Amount of growth: abundantl moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, ficculcnt, membranous, pellicle, s. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, w. 
Sediment: none, jluky, flocculent, granular, &. 
Odor: resembling E 
GELATIN STAB: age &&-. 
Liquefaction: none, craterifom, infundibuliform, napiform, 
saccate, stratiform. 
Rate: fast, moderate, a. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
2SdQ 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0 2 :  asrob6 anuerobic, facultatioe/micro- 
~ r r &  ~ I C - P O ~ ~ I ~ C  rrnf. 
CATALASE: positive, negative. dPe9ly 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age 2dP. . 
Growth at ~ O O C . Z - ,  2 0 ~ .  C SOC- 370- 
mr0philic.j I J' 
45"C.-, 55"C .2 - .  
age Idn 
Xylose: negatice. a 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: 
Glucose: positicf, negative. 
Sucrose: positic;e, negative. 
Citrate: uos;llr;n. negatice. -2-SlCL 
SH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: yositim) 
tugatiw. - 
REDUCTIOSS : 
Nitrate: IW--, NH,+- gas- -. B. 
&h? Methylene blue: positiw, ncgutice. 
Selenite: yositiw, negative. 
- 
OSIDL4TIVE-FERMENTdITiVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: acid-, alkaline-, &, gas. 
acid-, alkaline& neutral, gas. 
Z d Q ,  alkaline-, neutral, gas. d, 
Xylose: &C. alkaline-, nerctral, gas. J/. 
Mannitol: &a, &dine, neutral, gas. 
- 
HYDROLYSIS : 
Gelatin: positice, negatiec. 
Casein: w, iwgatiw. 
Fat: positive, negutive. 
Starch: w, negative. 
Cellalose: positive, negative. 
Urea: positice, m. 
TOLERASCES : 
Salt: 2%-gositive7 negatice. 
'j%-b--onaltrr!p, negative. 
IO%-&&, negatice. 
p ~ :  acid_&., alkaline--. 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Soybean infusion agar:&&&, *&, 9 l/rbI?/~ Reaction: acid, alkaline,_neutrol. 
 at agar: ubundoni ; urnput ; y tidgniny. Curd: acid, alkaline, -, gas. 
~~ucose-nitrate agar: q p w t h .  Peptionization: positive? negative. 
w Reduction: positiue, negative. -
OTHER REACTIONS: 
nc atite. 
H ~ S  from -U -: 
NH,+ from peptone: positice, negative. d. A
DNA Acetylmethylcarbinol: positice, 
G:C Indol: positice, negative. 




OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
( JPL-NASA ) 
Descriptive Chart 
A 
(code number) (medium)( / ( source) 
- 
(studied by) 
J R  *e. 
( name of organism) ( temperature ) 




filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: aoerage - 0.50 J 2. " 7 ~  
range - o , ~ ~ - 0 . $ 2 , ,  Y )*OB 2SSy 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (85"C, 10 minutes):n 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, claoate, dru 2P 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal. cylindrical, oual. 
size: average - 












11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age a ! L & a - - .  
Amount of growth: abundunt, g&g& scant. 
Form: aborescent. beaded, echinulate, efuse, filiform, rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adhcrent, brittle, butvrous. nlenibmnous, 
slimy, so& tough, viscid, way.  
AGAR COLONIES: age /..7n's.- . 
Macrosrapic 
size: - Z m m .  
Shape: filamentous, irregular, ocal, puntiform, &. 
Elevation: beveled, effuse, pOt, papillate, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, rough, .tmnafll. striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: spreading. 
ate, raised, rugos-onate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entire, erose, granular, 
Internal structure: m r h dense, flatnentous, granu- 
lobed. rhizoid, undulate. 
lar (fine, ccmrsef'#&Ed, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent, a- 
&, irkkscent, opalescent. - 
Appearance by transmitted light: translucent, 




( medium ) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
Trypticase soy agar &?3b80 3Fb 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age &&-. 
Amount of growth: & t ,  moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, jbcculent, membranous, pellick, a. 
Subsurface growth: none, granulur, m. 
Odor: resembling 
GELATIN STAB: age 98L. 
Liquefaction : crateriform, infundibuliform, napiform> 
saccate, s t r a e m .  
Rate: fast, moderate, slow. 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
RELATIOXSHIP TO 0:: aerobic? anaerobic, facultative, micro- 
aerophilic. 
C.-~TALASE: m, negatiue. SC pori / 9 Y  
TEhlPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age J r / A P  
Growth at 10~c .3 ,  2 0 0 ~ .  $I ~BOC.A!Y!, 3 7 0 e  
4 5 O C . Z ,  55"C."-. 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: eositice, negative. 2&L 
Sucrose: 1,ositir;e. negatiw. 
Xylose: positice, negatiue. 
Citrate: w e ,  w g a t i w .  
S H , '  A S  SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: 
negutive. - 
REDUCTIONS : 
Nitrate: NO:-- NH,+- gas- negative. 
Methylene blue: positice, ncgative. 
Selenite: -, negative. 
Tellurite: positice, nemtivg. 
- 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: acid-, 6 a e 6 .  neutral, gas. 
acid- , neutral, gas. 
a c i d - ,  alkalineQ, neutral, gas. 
Xylose: acid-, alkalineQ, neutral, gas. 




Casein: yOSitt(iE. negative. 
Fat: positive, ncgutiue. 
Starch: gg&&g negative. 
Cellulose: positive, m. 
Urea: positiue, tu?Pnfiije. 
TOLERANCES : 
Salt: 2%-, negatiw. 
7%-posit&, negatiue. 
10%- negatiue. 
p ~ :  acd-. dkaline 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Soybean infusion agar: ?&ad&, d, 9l'R0"'"9. Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. 
Fat agar: U b r r n d o d  : e ; 9/ iS'oniy.  Curd: acid, alkaline, &, gas. 
Glucose-nitrate agar: prpLL)tA, Peptionization: positive3 negative. 
Reduction: positive, negative. 
HS from L s A n . s d d ~ - - :  positive, 
NH,+ from peptone: -, negative. SI, 
OTHER REACTIONS: 
- 
DNA Acetylmethylcarbinol: positive, m. 
G:C ~ Indol: positice, negative. 
G+C --. moles % Methyl red: positice, negative. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
( JPL-NASA 
Descriptive Chart 
(name of organism) ( temperature ) (studied by) 
I. STAZNZNG G MORPHOLOGZCAL 
CHARACTE RZSTZCS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: rods, ends 
filaments, cocci, spirak, 
branching 
Size: average - 
Irregular forms: 
range - 
I GRAM REACTION: 18 hrs: 100 O h  postrue 24 hrs: I O 0  ~ $ i ~ l ~ 6  48 hrs: 100 o/o pO$bt,o& 
i PASTEURIZATION Sporangia: none, rods, spirKlL?s, elliptical, claoo 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, mal .  
sue: average - 
IDositi~~~ ccsm! tn gmntric, terminal, subterminal. Niao51U 9 
range - 










Z U L  
48 
3 
11. CULTURAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
AGAR STROKE: age AYAYL-. 
Form: aborescent, beaded,&&& duse ,  filiform, rhiz- 
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate, scant. 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adherent, brittle, butwous, membranous, mg, 
slimy, & tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES: age /-  7 Ap.. 
Macroscopic 
size: 3 m .  
Shape: filomentoy ggg& owl, puntiform, round. 
Elevation: beoeled, conwx, effuse, pat, papillate, pdvin- 
Topography: rough, smooth, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: conr~a~& spreading. 
ate, &, rugose, umbonate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
erose, granular, 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, jilarnentous, m- 
(&g, coarse), interhed, striated. 
optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: duU, fluorescent, w- 
&, iridescent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: opaque, translucent, 
transparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis : 
yellowed. -.
(medium) (color) (CHM No.) 
~ r y p t i c m  soy agar Lt . Amber 3it 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age -.&L~Z~.-_. 
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate, a t .  
Surface growth: n z  flocculent, membranous, pellicle, ring. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, u. SI, 
Sediment: none, comaat, jkzky, flocculent, granular, S d .  
Odor: resembling - J?!kCd-. 
GELATIN STAB: age 18. 
Liquefaction : crateriform, infundibuliform, napiform, 
saccate, straw*. 
Rate: fast, moderate, slow. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
Soybean infusion agar: t~ m d h ,  
Fat agar:*i : $npPd : 9/85f&n/ry 
Glucose-nitrate agar: /KI gpd Wth , 
S U O  
111. PHYSZOLOGICAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
RELATIONSHIP 
aerophilic. 
TO 0 2 :  aeroblc. anaerobic, facultatiue, micro- 
CATALASE: - negative. 
TEhlPEMTURE RELATIONSHIPS: age s. 
370& Growth at 10~c.l.1, 2 0 " ~ .  &.-, 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
4S0C.+, 55"C.Z-.  
zda Glucose: positivg negative. 
Sucrose: positive, negatice. -- 
Xylose: positice, m. sdn 
Citrate: positice, - negative. -m 
JdQ 
NH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positiue, 
wietlw. - 
Methylene blue: positioe, negative. 
Selenite: m, negdiae. 
Tellurite: positice, negative. y ~ ~ y  &/e 
- 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: ac id_ ,  alkaline, -1, gas. 
acid-, alkaline&, neutral, gas. 
acid_-, alkaline& neutral, gas. 
Xylose: acid-, alkaline-, neutral, gas. 
Mannitol: acid-, alkaline, gas. 
-
- 
-----.._I . ,PTP nrunuLiaaa. 
Gelatin: posit;cei negative. 
Casein: positice, ncnatice. 
Fat: positive, ncgutive. 
Starch: positiue? negatiue. 
Cellulose: positiue, w. 
Urea: positice, 
TOLERANCES : 
Salt: Z%-posifiug, negatice. 
7%--, negative. 
1(y6-g&&, m. 
pH: acid--, alkaline 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. 
Curd: acid, alXaline, h t ,  gas. 
Peptionization: positive, negative. 
Reduction: positice, negative. 
C ~ U C O S ~  W ~ W L  or g r h  n3t as + OTHER REACTIONS: 
H ~ S  from l.rA.L &--: positiue, 
NH,+ from peptone: w, negative. 
Indol: positice, negatiue. 
necat,'L e. 
d, 
x*po &son nab 14" nt flYl5+omr&no gpo 
DNA ,~cet)Imeth~lcarbinol: positice, m. 
G:C __ _. - - __ - 
G+C - - - - - moles % 5leth:il red: positme, negatice. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NASA ) 
Descriptive Chart 
e r t  
(code number) ( m e d i d  (source ) 
( studied by ) 
28°C. 
( temperature ) 
I. STAlNlNG G MORPHOLOGZCAL 
CHARACTERlSTlCS 
MOFU'HOLOGY: 
Form: & ends&-, 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: average - 0.59 X I . 2 3 , ~  
range - 0.40- 0.179 r~ 0.7s - f.51 
Irregular forms: ~ t d ,  /u 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (SS"C, 10 minutes): 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, clamte, drumstick. 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, oval. 
size: average - 
Position: cenirul io ezcent:k, tnrzinc!, mbtprminal. 
range - 








Metachromatic granules : 
er 
11. CULTURAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
AGAR STROKE: age 2 4 k _. 
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate,-. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulate, effuse, filiform, rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adherent, brittle, butyrous, membranous, 
slimy, & tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES: age 1-7 Be. 
Macroscopic 
size: I=. 
Shape: filamentous, irregular, ocal, puntiform, &. 
Elevation: beceled, c n efluse, fit, pupillute, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, rough. d, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: c- spreading. 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
ate, raised, rugos$%%onatc. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
erose, granular, 
Internal structure: a m  r hous dense, filamentous, granu- 
lar (fine, c o a r s e ~ ~ d ,  striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: duU, fluorescent, &&g- 
gg, iridescent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: ot)aque, translucent, 
transparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
yellowcd. u. 
Chromogenesis : 
(medium) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
Trypticase soy agar * h  k!lW 3 LO 
3oc 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age &he. - . 
Amount of growth: cibtindant, moderate, &. 
Surface growth: m, flocculent, membranous, pellicle, ring. 
Subsurface growth: m, granular, turbid. 
poky, flocculent, granular, -d. 
GELATIN STAB: age UQ&. 
Liquefaction: none infundibuliform, napiform, 
Rate: fast, d e w .  
saccate, s t r a t i f o ; m T  
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
9946 
' 111. PHYSZOLOGZCAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0,: aerobic, anaerobic, facdafive, micro- 
CATALASE: positice, negative. s t p a  
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age J&-. 
Growth at 10°C.- 20°C. $. 28'CL?%, 37"-&j!!, 
acrophilic. 
"99 
4 5 T . 5 ,  55"C.?z_. 
dii 
z z  
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: uoJltice, negatiee. 
Sucrose: positice, negatice. 
Xylose: positicg, negative. 
Citrzte: positice, w. 
at&* S H , '  '4s SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: yositivg, negative. - 
REDUCTIONS : 
Nitrate: NOz--, NH,+- gas- negatioe. - 
Selenite: positiug, negative. 
Methylene blue: positioc, negatice. &h? 
Tellurite: positice, wmtive. /cl* 
- 
OSIDA4TIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: &a, alkaline-, neutral, gas& 4 - e  
Xylose: acid-, alkaline$'&tral, gas* da-&* 
Mannitol: ah, alkaline, neutral, rd.) a* 
Sucros acid_,--, neutral, gas. *. 
&f!&kalin@ neutral, ga.#d _h 
- 
. - - T n n n r  vcrc .  
I I I U ~ ~ L L O A U .  
Gelatin: -, negatioe. 
Casein: negatice. 
Fat: positice, negutice. 
Starch: positice, w. 
Cellulose: positiue, w. 
Urea: positice, negatice. 
TOLERANCES: 
Salt: %-positioe, negatice. 
7%- , negaticc. 
LITMUS MILS REACTIONS: 
Bn'd positice, 
NH.' from peptone: pnsitioc, negative. A, S U ,  
,~cctylineth~lcarbiiiol: positiuc, m. zQ&* 
Indol: positice, ncgatice. 
Xfeth>l r i d :  positice, ncgut:cc. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NASA) 
Descriptive Chart 
8. &/ /Qf i  
( n a m e o s )  ( temperature ) (studied by) 
I. STAINING 6. MORPHOLOGZCAL 
CHARACTE RIS TICS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: &, endrPPUdde$_, 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: owrage - 0.68 "J.72p 
range - 0.55 - o..rq x 1.sg 04 
Irregular forms: 3.5/. 
GRAM REACTION: 
p**A 8 V c 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVALfl85"C. 10 mil 
Sporangia: nom, rods, pindksz elliptical, clnc 
Endospores: m a ,  not swollen.. 
Shape : spherical, ellipsoidal, (cylindrical, oval. 
size: average - I,ob x 1, 1Zy 
n--_.c-_. ~ ~ ~ I I I v I , .  & t ~ )  ezcentrir. terminal, subterminal. 
1- 








Fat globules: q t l o e  
Metachromatic granules: 
Grnm - IS -3 
4 
11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTlCS 
AGAR STROKE: age 2 J hr. 
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate, scant. 
aWF 
111. PHYSZOLOGICAL CHARACTERlSTlCS 
Form: aboreaent, beaded,echinukzte, e%use, 
oid, spreading. 
slimy, &, tough, viscid, waxy. Consistency: adherent, brittle, 
AGAR COLONIES : age 1 -  'I h. 
Macroscopic 
size: L m .  
Shape: filamentous, irrerrukzr, ocal, puntiform, round. 
Elevation: b e d  d, convex, &use, jkt, papillate, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, r s h ,  smooth, striated,(wrinkled.) 
Habit: compacti spreading. 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entirc,[ero%) granukzr, 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filamentous, pranu- 
ate, r a i s e d o s e ,  umbonate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
lobed, rlrizoid, undulate. 
- kzr (fine, conrse), interlaced, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: &&. fluorescent, glisten- 
Appearance b y  transmitted light: ovaoue, translucent, 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
ing, iridescent, opalescent. 
transparent. 
yellowcd. .
(medium) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
2CCL 
3 u  
Y ~ryptic- soy agar L t  Z v w  
Bornboo 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age U . k ~ e - - .  
Amount of growth: &&@, moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, ficculent, membranous, &&, ring. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, &&.$lr 
Odor: resembling 
GELATIN STAB: age W &. 
Liquefaction: none, cratcrtform. 
saccate, stratiform. 
Rate: &g, moderate, slow. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
Soybean infusion agar: 
Fat a g a r : a b u :  SDP 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0s aerobic, anaerobic, f d a t i v e ,  micro- 
aerophilic. 
CATALASE: PositivG negative. ~~~G~~ 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age ~ J A P  e .  
. -L, 2aoc* 3 7 " 4  
2An. 
45"C.*, 55°C.'. *) 
age 
"t Growth at IO~C.-C, 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: 
Glucose: positive? negative. 
Sucrose: positive, negative. 
Xylose: positice, negative. 
Citrate: negative. 
&Ai  NH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: negative. 
REDUCTIONS: 
Nitrate: NO2-- NH,+- gas- negative. 
Methylene blue: a& negative. 48* 
Selenite: m, negative. +// /rt la!&. 
&frh* Tellurite: m e ,  pegative. A 9 /Iskf 
- 
- 
: :YDROLYS!S : 
Gelatin: nosrtll;c, negative. 
Casein: aositivc. negative. 
Fat: positice, -.
Starc.h: positice, negatioe. 
~ - 
Cellulose: positive, negative. rn 
Urea: positice, 3!2&. 
A TOLER.4NCES : Salt: 2%-positicg, negatice. 
7%-psiticc, negatioe. 
10%-yositiuel negative. 
pH: acid__-, alkaline--- - 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: ~~ ~~ ~ 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. - 8  
Curd: acid, alkaline, e t ,  gas. 
GlucoA-nibate agar: r d  J;no&&, hln, Peptionization: positivg, negatice. S A .  
d 8 t ~ d P o ~ r r - n u t r 1 4 n C  &gar; bdtcr  
Bdn *Ad' 
Reduction: positive, negative. a!-&* 
H:S from - .: positiue, 
9 
OTHER REACTIONS: i k o n  OA n n t r i m t  +r, 
- ncgutice. 
N € I & +  from peptone: g g g ,  negative. A, 
, N w n r  +. IMpymRi .  Acetylincthylcarbinol: f)OSltlCe, ncgatice. &La 
G:C - .__- - Indol: positice, negative. 
G+C - -. __ - moles % Methyl red: positice, ncgaticc. - 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NASA) 
Descriptive Chart 
roseus ~. 3R. QB. B d e n .  ~ . ~ / . o c o c c u s  M 
(studied by) (name o $ o r i w  ( temperature ) 
I. STAZNZNG G MORPHOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERZSTICS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: rods, ends 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: average - 
Irregular forms: 
/, O 5 p  
range- 0.87 1 . 2 2 ~  
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (85"C, 10 minutes) :ne 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, cluwte, 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, oval. 
size: average - 













11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age &. 
Amount of growth: abundant, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulate, effuse, jliforrp, rhiz- 
Consistency: &rent, brittle, butvrous. membranous, g,g& 
AGAR COLONIES : age /--. 
oid, spreading. 
slimy, & tough, viscid, waxy. 
Macroscopic 
size: 2 mm. 
Shape: filamentous, irregular, ocal, puntiform, s d .  
Elevation: beveled, efiuse, pd, papillate, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, rough,&, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: compact, spreading. 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, &gg, erose, granular, 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filamentous, -- 
ate, raised, r u g o s s o n a t e .  
Microscopic (1%) 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
h (&, coarse), interlaced, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent, *- 
Appearance by transmitted light: opaque, translucent, 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis : 
gg, iridescent, opalescent. 
tratisparent. 
yellowed, rmchunped. 
( medium ) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
6pL 
t 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age ab.- ._ . 
Amount of growth: nwderate, scant. 
Surface growth: a, flocculent, membranous, pellicle, ring. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, U d .  
Sediment: none, compact, k y ,  flocculent, granular, -d. 
Odor: resembling - -. L.
GELATIN STAB: age @&-. __. 
Liquefaction: none, crateriform, infundibuliform, napiform, 
saccate, stratiforq. 
Rate: just, moderate, &. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
*58 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO O?: & anaerobic, facultatirje, micro- 
CATALASE: uosltiow. negative. cf pan 
'TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age J L .  
Growth at 10°C.- 20°C. &, 2S0C- 37"- 
aerophilic. 
9 7  
45"C., 55"C.'- 
A d a  
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: positive, negative. 
Sucrose: positice, negative. -- 
Xylose: yositice, negative. 
Citrate: positice, negatke. 
Ah NH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positice, ncgatiw. - 
Methylene blue: positice, ncgatice. 
Selenite: positice, negatice. 
Tellurite: positice, negatice. h t  
- 9 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: acid-, alkaline-, neutral, gas. 
acid-, alkalineh, neutral, gas. 
& d a ,  alkaline-, neutral, gas. 
Nyloae: acid-, alkaline--, &, gas. 
~anni to l :  &A, dkaline, neutral, gas. 
- 
r r x r n n n i  V C T C .  
L l l U A L W L l l u r u .  
Gelatin: positice, negative. 
Casein: positice, -. 
Fat: positive, . 
Starch:. ,positice, negutice. 
Celldose: positice, -. 
Urea: positice, ncgaticg. 
TOLERAXCES: 
Salt: 2%-positicg, ncgatice. 
7%-ps~ticg, negatioc. 
lO$-yositil;~ ncgatice. 
pH: a c i d _ 4 O _ _ ,  a l k a l i n e ~ .  -~ 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Soybean infusion agar. &d, 4, h&ni , Reaction: acid, &&g, neutral. 
Curd: acid, alkaline, wt, gas. 
Peptionizawn: positice, negaticf. ~~ucose-nitrate agar: d h  cmd , thin, 
Reduction: positive wgatioe. 311 J& 
HIS froin .* G&& -: positice, 
XH,* froin peptone: positice, negative. 
Fat agar:& b Ut9 d o ~ ~ o r n p o c f :  # ? ! ! n i q .  
9 
OTHER REACTIONS : 
Potafro SIanC: ncfot it-e. 
sl, 
DNA .~cet)~lmeth~lcarbinol: positivc, ncaatiq. 
Iiidol: positicc, ncgatice. 
hletli:. 1 red: positicc, negative. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 




(code number) (medium) J ( source) 
(temperature) (studied by) 
I. STAZNZNG G MORPHOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERZS TZCS 
MORPHOLOGY : 
Form: rocis, - ends- 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching __ 
size: average - I , I ~  x 2,zZp. 
Irregular forms: 
- 0.8s- 1.31 g 1.21-4 4 
GRAM REACTION : 
18hn: loo% psttwe 
24 h-s: 100 % poll true 
48 hn: 47 % pblrewu 
05ddCre 
PASTEURIZATION ~~RVIVA$&T, 10 min 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, claw 
Endospores: swollen, not swollen' 
Position: central to acentricd terminai, subterminal. ?!lmS!!4!- 24 4 SlOtE -72 9 
27 
Shape: spkrical~eUipsoidol,)cylindrica2, s l .  
size: average - ~ * I I  Y I Ce, 
range - 0.85 -\12b s 1.3s 0 2.06 Y 







Fat globules: Po,htae 
Metachromatic granules: 
PI 4 
"z I r -  
& 
c 
28 11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTZCS 
AGAR STROKE: age a&-.-. 
Amount of growth: m t ,  moderate, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulate, &use, 6LfOrul. rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adircrcnt, brittle, w, nienibranorrs, gp& 
slimy, so& tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLOKIES: 
hlacroscopic 
age _- 1 ?& 
size: mm. 
Shape: filamentous, irregular, ocul, puntiform, round. 
Elevation: bt-celcd, conccx, cffuse, Pnt, papillate, pulcin- -
ate, raised, rugose,, tcntbonatc. 
Topography: contoured, roicgh, 5-h, striated, rcr~nkled. 
Habit: compactl spreading. 
hlicroscopic ( IOOx)  
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, , entirc, erose, granular, 
lobed, rhizoid, r r n d r i w  
Internal structure: cmiorpltous, dcnsc, filanictttous, w- 
&r ( k e .  coarsc), interlacctl, striated, 
Optical properties 
Appcarnnce by rellected light: did, fluoresccnt, gllsten- 
Appearance by transmitted light: otmyrre, t raduccn f ,  
- irig, iridescent, ojdcsccrrt. 
traris))arent. 
Medium: blackcncd, blued, browned, grayed, greencd, 
Chromogenesis : 
Trypticase soy agar L t .  T&a 
Potato slant M 9- 
yclloucd, l&&g&. 
(medium) ( color ) (CIIM S o . )  
33f 




NUTRIENT BROTH: age 3 4  h*--. 
Amount of growth: ubrindatit, Iwdcrutq, scant. 
Surface growth: none, flocculent, mcmbrunotrs, pellicle, ring. 
Subsurface growth: irone, granular, a d .  
Sediment: nom,  compact, ky, flocculent, granular, -d. 
Odor: resembling &.&P--. 
-
GELATIN STAB: age _26 .b  
Liquefaction: I cmterifortn, irifundibuliform, napiform, 
saccate, s t r a e r n .  
Rate: fast, ntoderatc, slow. 
22964 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0 2 :  & anaerobic, facultatioe&ro- 
aerophilic) 
C.-ZTAL.-ZSE: -e, negative. 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age 34&* . 
Growth at  l O " C . Z - ,  20°C. $. 28°C;- 37"- 
45"C.*, 55"C.'-. 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: w e ,  negative. SI, _oda 
Xylose: m, negative. ZiG 
-gdrf 
3= 
Sucrose: positice, negatice. 
Citrate: posititic, neeptrue. 
SH, '  AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positice, 
w g o t  ice. - 
REDUCTIGSS: 
Kitrate: SO,- + NH,+-, gas- negatioe. S!h. 
Methylene blue: positice, nemtivg. 
Selenite: positice, negatioe. 
Tellurite: positkc, nemztiw. 
- 
OSID.4TIVE-I;ERMENTATIVE RE.4CTIONS 
Glucose: acid-, alkaline-, gas. 
S ~ l o e :  mid--, alkaline-, t m ,  gas 
?tfannitol: &&, alkaline, neutral, gas. 
- 
 ti^ DitOLk'SiS : 
Gelatin: w, ncgatice. d// 
Casein: positice, weatice.  
Fat: positice, ticgutice. 
Starch: positice, negatice. 
Cellulose: positice, -. 
Urea: positice, nccoticg. 
9 1  
TOLERASCES : 
Salt: 0%-positicc, ncgutice. -
'i'l-;,ositicc, t Jiwu& 
p ~ :  aciiI-- 6.0 - ~ , alkaline---- 
10?-~)oYiticc, ncgatice. 
. 
LITIIICTS MILK REACTIONS: 
Rcwtion: w i d ,  nlkcline, -1. 
Curd: acid, all,aline, -t, gas. 
Peptionimtion: posititic, ncjiutice. 
Reduction: positicc, tic,natige. 
OTkIER REACTIOS : 
fflS f1om LMr3; acecarte -: positicc, w. 
S I I , -  froin peptone: m, negatice. SI, 
.\-ct! Imcth~lcarbinol: positic~., -. 
1:idol: positicc, ncgatice. 
3Ietli::l rcd: positice, ncgatice. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
( JPL-NASA ) 
Descriptive Chart 
- 




( temperature ) 
I. STAZNZNG 6- AlORPHOLOGZCAL 
CHARACTERZSTZCS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
t NIGPOSIN -24 + Form: rods, ends 
filaments, & spirals, 
branching ~ 
Size: average - / ,OJV 
Irregular forms: 
range - 0.79 - 1. /b/u 
GRAM REACTION: 
18 hrs: 106 % p o d f u e  
24 hrs: /00 % ?OSltrUe 
48 hrs: 100 O/& poSltd& 
eta PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (85"C, 10 minutes) : 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, clawte, drumstick. 
Endospores: sluollen, not swollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidol, cylindrical, ocal. 
size: average - 
Position: central to ecerriik, tsx+~c!, whterminal. 
range - 










11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age a+!htL-- .. 
Amount of growth: abundant, rwderatg scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulate, effuse, filiform, rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adhcient, brittle, -, nwnbranous, g&, 
slimy, s& tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES: 
Macroscopic 
age I- I_&,.. . 
size: 1. mm. 
Shape: filamentous, irregular, ocul, puntiform, -d. 
Elevation: beveled, c no effuse, f i t ,  papillate, pulcin- 
Topography: contoured, rough, snrooth, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: coin~mct, spreading. 
Margin: Ciliate, deft,  crenate, &&, erose, gratrular, 
ate, raised, rugose-onate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
Internal structure: y&p denw, filarnentous, grunu- 
lar (fine, coarse) rnter ccd, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent, &@- 
Appearance by transpitted light: B, translucent, 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis : 
Trypticase soy agar&.Md/@m YafJw 3acZ 
ut~, iridescent, opalescent. 
transparent. 
& rmchanged. 
(medium) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age &-be -. .. 
Amount of growth: ubuiidant, nioderate, scant. 
Surface growth: e, flocculent, membranous, pellicle, rb:g. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, a i d .  
ky, flocculent, granular, t;iscid. 
Odor: resembling 
GELATIN STAB: age --. 
Liquefaction: none, crateriform, infundibuliform, napiform, 
saccate, stztltifnrm. 
Rate: fast, moderate, &g. 
111. PHYSZOLOGZCAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 02: aerobicd anaerobic, facultative, micro- 
aerophilic. 
C.\TAL&SE: psiticje, negatice. j i p d  
TEXIPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age 
Growth at lO"C.?, 20°C. A 28'C.- 37'- 
45"C.$, 5 5 " C . Z - .  
SOLE C.\RBOS SCURCE: age - 
Glucose: positice, ncgaticc. zdd. 
Z&# 
- 3&. Sl 
.a& 
SucroSc: positil-e, ticgatice. - -_ 
Sllose: q, ncgatice. 
Citrate: w, ncgatice. 
NH; AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: Uoslfroe, 
negatbe. - 
RLDUCTIOXS: 
Kitrate:  NO^--, NH,+-, gas-, ncrratioe. 
Selenite: l?ositicje, negatioc. 22da 
5L&0 
4!!hr. Methylene blue : posit icc, -. 
Tellurite: positirel ncgatice. rqhh - &da 
- 
OSID.4TIVE-F~RMESTATIVE RE.\CTIOh:S 
Glucose: &a, alkaline-, neutral, gas. fd.) 
acid-, -4, neutral, gas. w 
&d&$ka.line%~utral, gas. 49&. 
xylose: &d%*a -altnc-., ner;tral, g o s ~ s l , )  





Gelatin: posit.ce, ncgatice. 
Casein: positice, negatioe. 
Fat: positive, 
Starch: -, negative. 
Cellulose: positice, ncrrlrtlljr?. 
Urea: positice, J-. 
--
TOLERANCES : 
Salt: 2%-positicet negatice. ah! 
pH: a c i d - u - - ,  alkaline -. 3do 
7L-positicg, negative. 
104-uo.rrtrr!n. negaticc. 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. 
Curd: acid, alkaline, absent, gns. 
Peptionization: positice, negatice. 
Reduction: oosltice. negatice. 
OTHER RE.ICTIONS: 
HIS from M - ~  
ncfiutice. 
XH,+ from peptone: negatice. SI. 
Acet?.liiieth?ilcarbinol: posithe, ncgatice. 
Indol: positice, negatioe. 
\fetliyl red: positice, ncgatice. 
. .-: positive, 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
( JPL-NASA ) 
Descriptive Chart 
, D n  LI. B. B * h z  
(temperature) ( studied by ) 
I. STAINING G MORPHOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERZS TZCS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: &, ends- 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
Size: aoerage - 0.8r 
Irregular forms: 
K 2.79 P 
range - 6.63 -0.41 1.51 -3.36~ 
GRAM REACTION- 
18 hrs: 160 % 
24 hrs: 100 % podma 
48 hrs: 100% p t M e  
paplt'UG 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAfl85"C, 10 minute: 
Sporangia: none, & spindles, elliptical, claoate, 
Endospores: swollen, not e. 
Position: terminul, s&te~.izd. N!tm5tni- 2u 9 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, &&& mal. 













1 "  . 
11. CULTURAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
AGAR STROKE: age J J ~  * .
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate, scant. 
Form: oborescent, leaded, echinulate, effuse, filiform, rhiz- 
Consistency: adhcrent, brittle, buturour membranous,- 
AGAR COLONIES : age -/-7& 
oid, spreading. 
slimy, &, tough, d, waxy. 
Macroscopic 
size: &mm. 
Shape: filamentous, & ocal, puntiform, round. 
Elevation. beoele concex, efluse, pat, papillate, pulcin- 
Topography: contoured, roufih, smooth, striated, wrinkle$. 
Habit: coniDa4 spreading. 
ate, r a i s e d i s c ,  umbonatc. 
Microscopic ( 1OOx) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entire, erose, granukr, 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filamentous, u- 
(&, coarse), interlaced, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: $& fluorescent, glisten- 
Appearance by transmitted light: translucent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis : 
ing, iridescent. opalescent. 
tratwparent. 
yellowed, . 
( medium ) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
Trypticase soy agar &!/e kk//aJ /ea 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age f& __ 
Amount of growth: abundant, nwderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, flocculent, membranous, pelli&, ring. 
GELATIN STAB: age 
Liquefaction: none, cratetiform, infundibuliforq, napiform, 
saccate. stratiform. 
Rate: && moderate, slow. %? 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS : 
297c 
111. PHYSZOLOGZCAL CHARACTERZSTZCS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0:: aerobic, anaerobic, frrcultatiw,(micro- 
aeropliilic.) 
CATALASE: eosltrae. negatioe. &) Y 
TEhiPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age 3. 
Crowth at lO"C.ZE, 20°C. *, 2S0C.2!& 37"&& 
45"C.*, 55"C.=-. (%PC +) 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucobe: positic5 negative. zdek 
Xylose: yositice, ncgatiw. Zii 
-Jda 
Ad4 
Sucrose: positiw, negative. 
Citrate: positice, negatice. 
A",' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positice, 
ncgat iue. 
REDUCTIONS: 
Nitrate: NO?-* NH,+- gas- negatioe. .EL&* 
GiUe hlethylene blue: positice, negatioe. 
Tellurite: nositir;e, negatioe. a&* 
-
Selenite: p i t i c e  negative. s/igbi &f.A. 
- 
ucic 
alkaline&, neutral, gas. 
alkaline-, neutral, gas. 
~ylos+-+i &>-*neutral, gas.S/.a, c. 
hlannitol: a&&.alkaline, neutral, gas. 
- 
HYDROLYSIS : 
Gelatin: w, negative. 
Casein: r?psifir;e. negatice. 
Fat: positice, pxuticg. 
Starch: positice, negatioe. 
Cellulose: positice, m. 
Urea: positice, negatioe. 
TOLERANCES: 
Salt: 2%--positiue, negatice. 3dd 
pH: acidL&.&.-, alkaline 4da 
7~%-/>ositice3 negatioe. 
lO%positio~ ncgatiue. 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Soybean infusion agar: @ 9 t d  :urrnk/cA,.du//. Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. 56. 
Curd: acid, alkaline, absent, gas. S a . d l 4  
Reduction: negdiue. A.da* 
H,S from LuL &--: positioe, 
NH,' from peptone: positioe, negatiue. 
Fat a g a r : & d d  : S ~ P U U L ~ ~ :  ddL. 
Glucose-nitrate agar: YpaUFh , thtn, q~&fif. PeptCDnization: positrw, negatice. b. 
G l u ~ d s a . r ) u h n t  yap: p a u t h  brttar than 
on n u k r r a n k  a y .  OTHER REACTIONS: 
- 4 A L  
5db 
- negative. 
D N A ~  rfilno +w na piyrnrd Acetylinethylcarbinol: positioe, negatiue. 3d.2. 
G:C 
G+C __ moles % 
Indol: positioe, negatioe. 
Methyl red: positice, negatiue. 
45 s 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NMA) 
Descriptive Chart 
( source 1 
I 
(code number) 
P SrrbfdIS &?Re, P. LJ. R. 
( temperature) (studied by) 
1. STAZNZNG 6. MORPHOLOGZCAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Fom: & endsf%!Ud&d, 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
Size: average - 0.65 %3.9/,44 
Irregular forms: 
range -0.q9-0.8Z Y /.28-42+ 
GRAM REACTION: 
18 hrs: 100 % posiclu4 
24 hrs: loo% poriLwr 
48 hrs: 100 % p o s t t ~ e  
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVALflE:);  ::ut, 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, cluwte, 
Endvjpoies: F S C U ~ ,  not swollen,. -
Position: central to acentric, terminal, subterminal. 
Shape: qhericaZ,(eUipso&j cylindrical, &. 







Fat globules: 24 
I 
11. CULTURAL CHARACTEZUSTICS 
AGAR STROm: age 2 4 A  p. . 
Amount of growth: pbundant, &ate, scant. 
Form: aborescenf, beaded, qchinulrrte, filiform, rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adherent, brittle, membranous, @&, 
slimy, gg& tough, viscid, waxy. 
AGAR COLONIES: age a d - .  
Macroscopic 
size: 3 m m .  
Shape: filamentous, o d ,  puntiform, round. 
convex, &use, flat, papillate, pulvin- 
E%~%s.!!&, umbonate. 
Topography: contoured,mh, smooth, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: spreading. 
Microscopic (100s) 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entire, granular, 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filamentous, granu- 
br (fine, m), interlaced, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: rkill, fluorescent, glisten- 
ing, iridescent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: translucent, 
transparent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
yellowed, gnchunrre4. 
( me.dium ) (color) (CHM No.) 
~rypti- soy agar &wb00 2 4  
NUTRIENT BROTH: age J q  Irr. 
Amount of growth: abundant. moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, fbccuknt, membranous, p&cle, ring. 
Subsurface growth: a granular, turbid. 
Sediment: n a  compact, poky, flocculent, granular, viscid. 
Odor: resembling k&f 
GELATIN STAB: age A..G!b - 4& 
Liquefaction: none, craterrform. infundibuliform. napiform, 
4da3 saccate, stratif onn. Rate: fg& mO&ate, slow. 
3978 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERZSTXCS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0,: aerobic# anaerobic, facuItcditw&nicro- 
aerophilic. ) Jb 11 
-9 
4 5 T . A  5Soc.-. (3oq +) 
CATALASE : Positive, negative. 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age a(l . 
Growth at 10°C. 20°C. $. 2 8 ' C a  3 7 " e  
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: positive, negative. Ada 
Xylose: w, negative. ZG 
Citrate: g@&, negatiw. - Sucrose: positive, negative.  
2-& 
NH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: oositioe. 
negative. - 
REDUCTIONS: 
Nitrate: NO,-- gas_, negative. ___ 
Methylene blue: positive, negative. g!. 
Selenite: -, negatiue. $/lqM &!.& 




Gelatin: m, negative. 
Casein: positive, negatice. 
Fat: positive, neaatice. 
Starch: positive, negative. 
Cellulose: positive, wp.ntiur?.. 
Urea: positiue, negative. 
TOLERANCES : 
Salt: 21bpositivet negatice. 
%-positive, negative. 
10fbpositivel negative. 
pH: a c i d a .  alkaline- 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. 
Curd: acid, alkaline, e t ,  gas. 
Pept&nization: nnsitir;n. negative. 
_. 
Reduction: positive, negative. 
HS from -: positive, 
Glucoia-nuCrrrvlC y a p :  GROW& b e t t e r  
4kan on n u t r i e d  y i r .  OTHER REACTIONS. 
negative. - 
- 
NH,' from peptone: m e ,  negative. 
Acetylmethylcarbinol: m, negative. 
Indol: positice, negative. 
Methyl red: positive, negative. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 
(JPL-NASA) 
Descriptive Chart 
I. STAZNZNG G MORPHOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: & endr_caulzdQoL, 
flaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: average - 0.73 X 2.33~ 
range - 6 . ~ 9 -  6.96 Y - 
Irregular forms: 4. sip 
CRAM REACr'ION: 
18 hrs: fOOo/6 ,OOS,dtue 
24 hrs: 100 % posff,ug 
48 hrs: 100 @/e p s l t , ~  
~ t t ~ ~  
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVALR85'C, 10 minu 
Sporangia: none, &, spi&s, elliptical, cluvatd 
Endospores: swollen, n o t , .  
Shape: spherical, ellipspidul, &&&. o d .  
size: average - 







Fat globules: Vh. 
Metachromatic granules: 
11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age aq/m * .  
Amount of growth: abundant, moderate, scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, ecfunulate. duse ,  filiform, rhiz- 
Consistency: adherent, brittk, w, membranous, moist, 
AGAR COLONIES: age -&. 
oid, spreading. 
slimg, &, tough, viscid2 waxy. 
Macroscopic 
size: 3 m m .  
Shape: jilamentous, irregular, 0001, puntiform, round. 
Elevation: conwx, effuse, pat, papillate, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, &.smooth, striated, @dckd. 
Habit: spreuding. 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entire, erose, granular, 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filamentous, w- 
ate, r a i s ! !  rugose, umbonate. 
Microscopic ( 1OOx) 
lobed, rhizoid, u&& 
(fine, &, interhed, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: I&& fluorescent, glisten- 
Appearance by transmitted light: translucent, 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
ing, iridescent, opalescent. 
transparent. 
yellowed, unchanped. 
(medium) (color) . (CHM No.) 
J C 4 L  
NUTRIENT BROTH: age J Y ~ R  . 
Amount of growth: obunda_nt, moakrate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, flocculent, membranoq pellicle, ring. 
Subsurface growth: none, granular, &. 
Odor: resembling 
0 GELATIN STAB: age Ida. 4 de 
Liquefaction: none, crateriform, napiform, 
stratiform. 
Rate: &g, moderate, slow. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
Fat agar: 
Soybean infusion agar: 
2Q8A 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 02: aerobic, anaerobic, facultdive,&icro- 
aerophilic.) $?# 16 
CATALASE: negative. ~ I ~ I Y  
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age A44 P. 
Growth at 1O"C.= 20°C. !28"C& 37"- 
4 5 T A  55"C.=. (SC +) 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: aosailje. negative. Laia 
Citrate: m e ,  negative. _3da 
Sucrose: positive, negative. 
Xylose: -e, negative. 
zdd NH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: posctiue, negative. 
REDUCTIONS: 
Nitrate: NO,-- NH,+- g a s - . - ,  negatioe. 
Methylene blue: nositloe. negative. 
Selenite: m, negative. sj'/qk 
Tellurite: aositic;c?, negative. &&z 
- 
utral, gas. 2J. 
HYDROLYSIS : 
Gelatin: negatioe. 
Casein: m, ncgative. 
Fat: positiue, negatiue. 
Starch: negatiue. 
Cellulose: positive, nemtiue. 
Urea: positiue, nepatiue. 
TOLERANCES: 
Salt: 2%-positiue, negatice. J-& 
7%-&&, negatiue. 
10!&positivel negative. 
pH: a c i d - L ,  alkaline 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, neutral. m.h 
,56* 
Pepf$nization: ~ v e .  negative. b a  
Reduction: &&e, negative. LE&* 
Curd: acid, alkaline, a gas. 
z ~ L c ; r C ,  thrn, 
OTHER REACTIONS: 
r o d h  bdttr fhLV) 
-B..c&l HS from U u d a  de-: positive, 
NH,' from peptone: oositioe. negative. 
Acetylmethylcarbinol: m, negative. 
- neeafrt-e. 
D N ~  ? r e w m  Apt: noplpmrzd, 
G:C - 
G+C moles % 
Indol: positive, negative. 
Methyl red: positive, negative. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 







I. STAZNZNG 6. MORPHOLOGZCAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
Form: &, ends- 
jiloments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: aoerage - 0.79 Y 1. Y Vy 
Irregular forms: 
range - o 4i2 - 0.93 1~ /.13 - ~ . / 9 ~  
Coccbld 
PASTEURIZATION SURVIVAL (Woe,  10 minutes) : 
Sporangia: none, rods, spindles, elliptical, cluoate, dru 
Endospores: s i d k z ,  ne? .wollen,. 
Shape: spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, mal. 
size: average - 
Position: central to acentric, terminal, subterminal. 
range - 
MOTILITY:+age /8xI.. 










in 11. CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AGAR STROKE: age A. 
Amount of growth: abundant, poderat5 scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echinulate, effuse, , rhiz- 
Consistency: adherent, brittle, w, membranous, m, 
oid, spreading. 




size: A m m .  
Shape: filamentous, irregular, ocal, puntiform, &. 
Elevation: beveled, convex, effuse, pd, pupillute, pulvin- 
Topography: contoured, rough, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: cornpat, spreading. 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, & erose, granular, 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, filomentoar, a- 
ate, &, rugose, umbonate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
lobed, rhizoid, undulate. 
h (&, coarse), interlaced, striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent, W n -  
Appearance b y  transmitted light: ovaoue, translucent, 
Medium: blackened, blued, browned, grayed, greened, 
Chromogenesis: 
ing, iridescent, opalescent. 
transparent. 
yellowed, B.
( medium ) ( color ) ( CHM No. ) 
~ r y p t i c a ~ e  soy agar L1 I v o r 4  3 c a  
Potato slant 
%k T P :  2 h 8 C d ~ U k  &,wn "6 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age e .  
Amount of growth: &&&moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, flocculent, membranous, pellicle, &. 
Subsurface growth: none, & turbid. 
Sediment: none, compact, @ky, flocculent, & viscid. 
Odor: resembling - 
GELATIN STAB: age L. 
Liquefaction: none, materiform, infundibuliform, napiform, 
Rate: fast, moderate, 
saccate, stratrfotm. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
Z98C 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO Ox: 
aerophilic. 
anaerobic, fucuZfafioe, micro- 
CATALASE : aosltit;e. negatice. 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age 3Clh~- 
Growth at 10°C.- 20°C. ?k, 2 8 " C . h ! ,  37"- 
4 5 " C . A  55"C.=. 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: -e, negatice. 
Sucrose: positice, negatice. 
Xylose: w, negative. 
Citrate: positice, negatice. 
XH,' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positice, 
nkgative. - 
REDUCTIONS : 
Nitrate: NO2-- "4'- gas-, negative. 
Methylene blue: positivc. 
Selenite: positive. negatice. 
Tellurite: positice, negative. 
- 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Mannitol: acid- alkal i&wutrd ,  gas. 
- 
HYDROLYSIS : 
Gelatin: &@, negative. 
Casein: positive, negative. 
Fat: positice, ggg&&g. 
Starch: positiqg, negative. 
Cellulose: positive, tjggg&g. 
Urea: positice, negative. 
TOLERANCES: 
salt: 2 s p  ositzve, ' .  negatice. 
7%--, m. 
lO%oositiye, &&g&g. 
pH: acid-&&-, alkaline 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Soybean infusion agar: && , mdh , Reaction: acid, m. neutral. 
Curd: acid, glkaliy, absent, gas. 
0 Peptionization: positive, negative. 
Fat agar:UbU&&,' +P&& &I: 
Reduction: positive, negative. 
H,S from -: positive. 
NH,' from peptone: e, negative. 





DNA Acetylmethylcarbinol : positiue, m. 
G:C __ Indol: positive, negative. 
G+C moles % Methyl red: positive, negatiw. 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY 




d8OC. Dp. L/. R. 
( temperature) 
I. STAINZNG G MORPHOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERlSTlCS 
MORPHOLOGY: 
F O ~ :  e&- 
filaments, cocci, spirals, 
branching 
size: aoeroge - 0 . h  K 3 .50~ 
range - 0.62-0.79 1? 1.69 - 
Irregular forms: SJ3F 
S m E  -72 
Endospores: swollen, not swohi , .  
Shape: spherical, e l l i p s o i d a Z , ( ~ ) g &  
size: average - 
N lGi-as;Ft! -2d Position: terminal, subtermid. ' 
range - 
MOTILITYeage -. 











11. CULTURAL CHARACTERlSTICS 
AGAR STROKE: age 2 9  p. . 
Amount of growth: abundant, d. scant. 
Form: aborescent, beaded, echmulnte, &use. filiform. rhiz- 
oid, spreading. 
Consistency: adherent, brittle, b u t u r w  membranous, 
slimy, s&, tough, viscid, wary. 
AGAR COLONIES: age m. 
Macroscopic 
size: L m m .  
Shape: jibmentous, he&, owl ,  puntiform, round. 
Elevation: beueled, conoer, 4use ,  & pupillute, puloin- 
Topography: contoured, rough, smooth, striated, wrinkled. 
Habit: compact, preading. 
Margin: Ciliate, cleft, crenate, entire, erose, granular, 
Internal structure: amorphous, dense, jibmentous, granu- 
ate, raised, rugose, umbonate. 
Microscopic (1OOx) 
[ u , ) r h i z o i d ,  .
Iar (fine, coarse), striated. 
Optical properties 
Appearance by reflected light: dull, fluorescent, gZiste% 
ipe, iridescent, opalescent. 
Appearance by transmitted light: opaque, translucent, 
tratiwarent. 
Medium: blackened, blued, grayed, greened, 
yellowed, trnchanged. 
Chromogenesis: 
(medium) ( color ) (CHM No.) 
Trypticase soy agar &unbap 24% 
3pn 
NUTRIENT BROTH: age 2qhro 
Amount of growth: -, moderate, scant. 
Surface growth: none, flocculent, membranous, ring. 
Odor: resembling 
GELATIN STAB: 
Liquefaction: none, crateriform, infundibuliform, napiform, 
saccate, $ratifom. 
Rate: fast. moderate, slow. 
OTHER GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS: 
111. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATIONSHIP TO 0,: & anaerobic, fdtative(micro- 
aeroy Irilic) 
CATALASE: aositloe. negatiue. 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS: age &. 
Growth at lO"C.?, 20°C. -k, 2 8 ' C e  3 7 " e  
4 5 " C . t .  55°C.'. (wc t) 
SOLE CARBON SOURCE: age 
Glucose: positice, negatice. 2UQ 
Xylose: positice, negatiue. 2da 
Citrate: m e ,  negative. ?cLa 
L.& 
Sucrose: positive, negatiue. -- 
NH;' AS SOLE NITROGEN SOURCE: positiw, 
ncgatiw. - 
REDUCTIONS : 
Nitrate: NO,-- NH,+- gas- negatiue. 
Methylene blue: positive, negative. 
Selenite: m, negative. s//  hf 
___ 
Tellurite: positice, negative. A y h i  /b# 
- 
OXIDATIVE-FERMENTATIVE REACTIONS 
Glucose: &d!&alkaline-, neutral, gas. ULh 
acid-, aQ, neutral, gas. 24!& 
a d o d  alkaline-, neutral, gas. 2!l!h* 
Mannitol: alkaline, neutral, gas. 25!hIftF. Xyly$i 
&L, alkal inen,  neutral, gas. F&fr, (/9* 
- 
HYDROLYSIS: 
Gelatin: -, negatiue. 
Casein: gg&g, negative. 
Fat: positiue, negutiug. 
Starch: positice, negatioe. 
Cellulose: positice, 
Urea: positive, negative. 
TOLERANCES : 
Salt: 2%-positice, negatice. 
7 % - m  negative, 
lo%-, negatiue. 
pH: a c i d A ,  alkaline 
LITMUS MILK REACTIONS: 
Reaction: acid, alkaline, &. Soybean infusion agar: 4qr4; PO h; dull. 
Fat a g a r : d U n & a  : s r Q d i q 9  :%ll : h w n  u .).PCurd: acid, alkaline,&nt, gas. 
Glucose-nitrate agar: no row t h e  Peptbnization: negatiue. - 
Reduction: positioe, negatiw. 
H,S from lr)4d-: oositiue. 
& w s 2 * n d r d -  
OTHER REACTIONS: 
NH,' from peptone: positioe&negatiue. 
Acetylmethylcarbinol: positive, negatiue. 
Indol: positioe, negatice. 
Methyl red: positiue, negatiue. 
